HOTREC position on the European Commission Communication
on the mid-term review of the Digital Single Market Strategy
HOTREC welcomes the European Commission Communication on the Mid-Term Review on the
implementation of the Digital Single Market Strategy, and in particular the Commission’s intention
to promote online platforms as responsible players of a fair internet ecosystem. As stated in the
Communication, HOTREC also believes that a fair, transparent, predictable, sustainable and trusted
business environment is key in the online economy, where on several markets few dominant
platforms are the gates to the market for the highly fragmented suppliers. In the case of the
accommodation sector, two Online Travel Agencies (OTAs) come-up for over 80% of hotel bookings
through this distribution channel, in a hotel market of 200.000 establishments, the vast majority of
which being operated by family run or micro-enterprises employing fewer than 10 people.
The power of narrow access gates to the online market results in uniformed contracts, and in several
market practices which are considered unfair. Indeed, platforms dictate their conditions not taking
into consideration the needs of the final service providers nor the needs of the consumers and
influencing their choice in an opaque manner. Therefore, one of the benefits of the Digital Single
Market shall be to make the market (e.g. business transactions) more balanced and transparent for
the benefit of Europe’s enterprises and also to the benefit of consumers.
HOTREC and its members have identified over the past years several unfair practices of platforms,
which are putting pressure on the establishments and thus increasing the fragility of the hospitality
sector, which is composed to 91% by micro-enterprises. Beyond distorting competition, such
practices are adding additional burdens especially to the smaller enterprises, impacting their
operation and thus their job creation capacity as well as impacting their and Europe’s
competitiveness in the global tourism market.
In this paper, HOTREC would like to demonstrate the main issues affecting consumers and
hospitality enterprises (examples are given in the annex to this paper) and to put forward proposals
allowing for a more balanced, transparent and fair online tourism market.

A) Issues of both consumer and business interest

1. SEARCH AND RANKINGS
I.

Current situation

When searching for a hospitality establishment, the results in general search engines (e.g. Google)
are already often misleading consumers, also to the detriment of the suppliers. As most booking
platforms mandatorily demand (see above non-negotiable contracts) that they may use the brand
name of the establishment, search results and related web addresses are often misleading
consumers. Because of the similarity of the search results, they often click on the intermediaries’
links, instead of the envisaged website of the supplier.
This misleading effect might gain even more importance, as Google is obviously testing to no longer
include URLs in search results on mobile devices.1 Instead, Google is going to display just the page’s
title, a thumbnail of a featured image from the site, and a blurb. As a consequence the user will not
be able anyhow to distinguish between a website of intermediaries and the supplier prior to clicking
on the link offered.
As identified by the Commission Communication, the lack of transparency in ranking and search
results is a key issue, as rankings determine visibility in the online market. Search results and
rankings in specialised platforms (e.g. Online Travel Agencies) are usually not transparent both for
consumers and for businesses (algorithm). Consumers, who mostly like to click on neutral search
results, as demonstrated by several studies, are misled because default rankings are usually sorted
according to the level of additional payments to the platforms (sponsored results). However, this
information is often hidden from consumers. Businesses are, behind the scenes, competing with
additional payments to platforms, in order to gain more visibility. Additional financial resources of
enterprises are put into this hidden and also from the consumers’ point of view unfair competition,
instead of directing such resources in innovation and development of their own digital and other
services, thus creating more value for consumers and increase Europe’s competitiveness as a tourist
destination.
Businesses have no guidance on how they can get better in the rankings, except for knowing that
paying more is likely bringing them further up in the results. Lack of transparency and predictability
are highly relevant here. In addition, when changes are implemented regarding the ranking criteria,
businesses are often not informed in time, so that they could adapt their commercial behaviour.
II.

HOTREC demand

The use of the brand name shall be left up to the negotiation with the brand owner. Making it
available to other parties for marketing purposes may not be a prerequisite to appear in the online
1

https://thenextweb.com/google/2017/08/04/google-might-kill-urls-in-mobile-search-and-ruin-things-foreveryone/#.tnw_ayGgwDAH

market, but indeed subject to negotiation.
Transparency in rankings and search results are key both for enabling consumers to make their fair
choice as well as for businesses to allow for investments based on transparent criteria and elements.
The opacity of algorithm makes the transparency of the criteria which structure the rankings a
prerequisite for business transactions. Therefore, the direction taken in the Guidance on the
implementation/application of Directive 2005/29/EC on Unfair Commercial Practices regarding paid
placements and transparency for rankings should be accurately pursued and strictly enforced. For
businesses it shall be clear and understandable, which actions or behaviours influence how their
appearance in the online market search results.
Platforms should be obliged to designate an individual who is responsible for the algorithm policy
within the company including development, review and oversight (an “algorithms officer”). This
individual would be accountable for the policy to regulators, as well as for the prompt and effective
solutions towards individual concerns of businesses and consumers. The platform shall
communicate the contact details of the algorithms officer to consumers, suppliers and the
competent authorities.

2. BOOKING PROCESS
III.

Current situation

When engaging in a booking process, consumers are often facing undue commercial practices which
influence their behaviour without knowing the principles behind. Platforms, usually Online Travel
Agencies, often exercise non-transparent and at least partly undue influence on consumers, when
marketing their traded services, e.g. hotel rooms. When consumers are looking for a hotel for
specific dates, unclear general statements (not necessarily referring to the requested date) such as
’10 people are looking at this hotel’ or ‘3 persons have made a reservation with this hotel in the last
48 hours’ or ‘This property was booked: Just now!’ or ‘Price will go up in 7 hours’ are putting undue
pressure and influence on consumers to make a transaction, which they may not make otherwise.
Price indications are often misleading. False discounts are rather widespread when looking for hotel
rooms. False discount means, that the original price never existed for the requested date. The higher
price in the discount is taken from other dates (e.g. high season, weekdays) and is displayed
together with the real lower price (e.g. low season, weekend) for the searched for date, thus giving
the impression for making a good deal for the given date. Consumers may also believe to get a
higher value for the paid price, which may lead to unjustified disappointments and potential loss of
clientele for the service providers. Platforms at the same time deny responsibility regarding the final
service provided and thus receive no blame from consumers.
Metasearch sites also display prices which are not available. When clicking on a metasearch site
leading to a proposed deal by an Online Travel Agent, the price displayed on the latter is often
consequently higher.
These practices not only are misleading consumers, but are also detrimental for businesses, as
bookings on OTAs under undue pressure or based on false and misleading information result in

higher cancellations and less possible direct bookings. Increased cancellations have again a direct
negative effect on the ranking of the properties. It can also affect the reputation of the businesses
(e.g. hospitality establishments) which can be unduly held responsible for the circumstances.
II.

HOTREC demand

Having regard to the above, HOTREC demands that information provided by platforms to consumers
shall be accurate and transparent. Undue influence on consumers as well as misleading actions
regarding manipulating with prices for different time periods shall have an end, only real discounts
with the consent of the supplier shall be displayed regarding the searched for service (i.e. discounts
for the searched for time).

3. ACCESS TO DATA AND COMMUNICATION
I.

Current situation

When booking through online travel agents, and thus establishing a contract between the consumer
and the service provider e.g. the hotel, communication between the hotel and the guest is managed
indirectly, by the online platform. With this practice, as rightly identified in the Commission
Communication, platforms “restrict access to, and the use of, personal and non-personal data,
including that which are directly generated by a company’s activities on the platform”. Platforms
are thus monopolising / holding-back the relationship between the establishment and its customer
and are unduly burdening the access to such data, which would be valuable for the further
development of the services. Furthermore, the fact that there is a third party ‘reading’ the
correspondence is reducing the incentive for communication both on the side of the guests as well
as the establishment, thus deterring the further improvement of the quality of the final services.
The relationship in the world of hospitality, which is based on trust, service, and empathy cannot
be achieved through a non-personal e-mail. A hotel needs a free and direct communication channel
with its guest – in digital as well as in analogue times.
II.

HOTREC demand

Access to and use of data generated in relation to a service provider’s business activity is getting
more and more valuable. Businesses shall have direct access to such data and access to such data
must not be hindered by online platforms. In fact, the direct communication between the
consumers and the service providers shall be restored.

B) Issues specific to the B2B relations

4. TERMS AND CONDITIONS
I.

Current situation

Terms and Conditions set up by online platforms, regulating the access of service providers to the
(online) market, are, as identified by the European Commission, “often complex and vague, giving
significant scope for interpretation to the platforms’ advantage”. Moreover, such terms and
conditions are usually non-negotiable, meaning that platforms may impose the conditions of
specific markets more and more. These are lengthy and often complicated as well.
The unlimited use of brand names, the demand for parity clauses, asking commissions on external
costs (taxes), platforms’ freedom to make the offer available to non-defined affiliates, etc. are all
important general clauses, which service providers often find detrimental, but are not negotiable.
Regarding parity clauses, requiring suppliers to make available the same price and conditions as in
other distribution channels, competition is restricted and thus also the development of new
platforms is hindered to the detriment of consumers. Some Member States have already
acknowledged the market detriments of such clauses in the hotel sector and have banned them,
either via their competition authorities (Germany) or by legislation (France, Austria, Italy). Thus,
currently 46% of the European tourist accommodation market (in terms of nights spent) is already
covered by such a ban. Despite of these bans and commitments of the biggest OTAs not to apply
wide parity clauses, OTAs still put pressure on hotel establishments to enforce parity.
Asking commissions for costs which are not related to the value created with the service itself (e.g.
on VAT or other taxes) is to be considered unfair and anti-competitive as well, and unduly increases
the financial burdens of service providers to the sole financial benefit of the platforms.
Hospitality establishments also shall have a right to know, where their services are being marketed.
Online platforms are often working with several affiliates, however providers have no influence on
which market places (and in which style and way) their products are made available and on how
payments are guaranteed. Not to mention the damages caused to hotels’ reputation.
Businesses shall also be free to decide, who and under which conditions may use their brand names
for further marketing activities. Currently, due to the non-negotiable nature of platforms’ terms and
conditions, platforms are entitled to use the brand names of the business in an undue and unlimited
manner.
II.

HOTREC demand

Having regard to the above, HOTREC demands that enterprises have the possibility to negotiate
their contracts with online platforms fairly and more in line with their own business concept. There
should be a transparent catalogue of terms and conditions, inter alia, where commission, ranking

criteria are clarified. A ‘take-it or leave-it’ approach for online platforms’ terms and conditions is not
acceptable, when such platforms are the most visible and dominating access gate to the market for
service providers and would thus ‘dictate’ the conditions in sectors, where they are ‘only’ acting as
intermediaries. It shall be guaranteed that the dominant position of platforms does not prevent the
equal treatment of the parties, including cases when it comes to penalties or termination of the
contract e.g. due to non-compliance.
Parity clauses are hindering competition and are to be banned per se from the contracts between
the service providers and the intermediaries. Clauses requesting commissions to be paid on any
fiscal levy shall be banned as well.

5. EFFECTIVE REDRESS
I.

Current situation

Service providers are often left alone when a problem occurs and therefore fight for their rights visà-vis the dominant platforms although often too small and scared to go to court and not equipped
legally. As also identified by the Commission Communication, because there is often no transparent
and independent process for sorting out perceived conflicts, “a significant proportion of
disagreements remain unresolved, which can create important negative impacts for the affected
businesses”.
Besides the unbalanced treatment of disputes, the consequences applied by the platforms towards
the businesses are often not clear and predictable. Punishing businesses by de-listing, “dimming”
or de-ranking may have serious detriments, especially if the reason for such consequences are not
clarified in a balanced and fair manner and in particular when achieved on an arbitrary basis.
II.

HOTREC demand

A quick, fair and independent redress mechanism in case of disputes shall be in the interest of all,
including platforms, businesses but also public authorities. National access points to such
independent redress mechanisms would be vital, as the vast majority of businesses present on
platforms are micro-enterprises, for which seeking assistance outside their country would be very
burdensome and non-proportionate. In the framework of the establishment of such independent
national access points, a reachable contact person at these access points, as well as further contact
details of the independent access point in charge shall be given by the platforms.

C) Summary

HOTREC welcomes the Commission Communication on Online platforms, as well as the fact, that
the Commission intends to take concrete actions towards a fair, transparent and responsible online
platform market.
HOTREC would propose to tackle the above mentioned as priorities. Binding general principles and
specific criteria regarding transparency, fair B2B practices as well as redress mechanisms would be
of great added value to achieve these goals.
General principles shall include:










Clear and accurate information provision to consumers on prices and availability without
any pressure and influence on consumers;
The main entrepreneurial freedoms of businesses shall be safeguarded (e.g. determination
of selling price and conditions, use of the own brand name);
Possibility for service providers to negotiate on contractual terms and conditions and to
decide to accept or not changes put forward by platforms;
Quick and effective communication with service providers in case of disputes;
Access to an efficient and independent redress mechanism in the country where the
service provider is established, if problems can not be solved between the platform and
the business;
Increased transparency on the criteria for rankings towards consumers as well as towards
businesses;
Clear, accurate and timely information provision by platforms towards service providers on
changes in terms and conditions or ranking algorithms;
Mandatory establishing “algorithm officers” by every platform.

Annex: Examples highlighting the issues mentioned in this paper.
*
*

*

Annex to HOTREC position paper on the European Commission Communication
on the mid-term review of the European Digital Single Market Strategy
Examples highlighting problematic issues mentioned in the HOTREC position paper

1. Search and rankings:
Brand-bidding:
Platforms often demand that they may use suppliers’ brand name in their advertisement
activities. It often happens against the real will of hoteliers, however forms part of the usually
non-negotiable terms and conditions.
Drawbacks for consumers
Consumers searching for a specific hotel, are easily mislead in e.g. Google search results by the
brand based advertisements of intermediaries. Consumers are easily lead on other websites and
distribution channels instead to the originally looked for provider’s website.
Drawback for businesses
Such mislead clicks executed by consumers are driving away direct business from suppliers,
causing them financial detriment e.g. by having to pay intermediary fees.

Search and Rankings on Online Travel Agents’ sites
Online Platforms, in the case of the hospitality sector especially Online Travel Agencies, have their
default rankings called ‘Recommended Hotels’ or ‘Our top picks first’, or are indicated as
‘Bestseller’. These results are usually linked to the amount of the commission paid by the listed
establishments for each booking made via the online platforms or their performance on the given
OTA. However, there is no information to the consumer that the list is mainly based on paid for
results. Moreover, auction models of OTAs further inspire hotels to spend more on such hidden
advertisements, curbing up their costs and thus the price of the end product as well.
Drawbacks for consumers
Consumers, who usually prefer to choose natural search results compared to sponsored results,
are misled and left without any explanation on the criteria for the rankings. Would they know
which results are sponsored, they would likely take different decisions. Hidden competition on
paying higher commissions for better rankings is indirectly increasing the final price.
Drawback for businesses
As the default rankings are often based on the level of commission paid, a price competition on

these commissions is triggered for better visibility and thus better chances on the market, without
the consumer knowing about the nature of such results. Moreover, these additional investments
by the service providers are often missing in the investments in the real services to improve their
quality and thus businesses’ competitiveness.

Screenshot: Expedia.be 19 July 2017: No explanation of what it means ‘Hotels recommandes’

Screenshot: Booking.com 19 July 2017: No explanation of what it means ‘Our top picks first’

Screenshot: Booking.com 19 July 2017: The pop-up window of the ‘Thumb-up’ button also does not explain
that it is linked to additional payment by the property.
The predicate "bestseller" suggests popularity and quality. However, it shows that the hotel sells many
rooms over Booking.com.

Source: Manager Magazin 8/2017

http://www.manager-magazin.de/fotostrecke/booking-com-so-koedert-das-reiseportal-seine-kundenfotostrecke-150278.html
Intransparent auction models (“biasing”)

The customer should be made aware if the genuine ranking list of OTAs, Online Review Providers and hotel
meta search engines is subject to other criteria as star categories, guests’ recommendations, rates or
distances. Especially, if the ranking is influenced by the amount of additional commission a hotel is willing
to spend, and more generally by the fulfilment of contractual conditions by the hotel (early payment of
commissions, compliance with parity clauses…), the customer must be informed about this policy.
Hidden paid for rankings not only betray the consumers, who are clicking on advertisements without
knowing, but also generate a damaging price competition behind the scenes, to the detriment of service
providers and consumers. Under fair conditions and more transparency such resources could be dedicated
to the development of the core services and thus also to the competitiveness of European tourism.
See also:
http://hotelmarketing.com/index.php/content/article/new_research_shows_ota_consolidation_harms_co
nsumers
http://www.benedelman.org/publications/ota-bias-12jul2017.pdf
Example Booking.com:

Organic results go under on mobile search
Preference for own content by Google
Especially in the mobile search results Google preferred its own hotel search (Google My Business) by a very
good placement even before the organic search result of the hotel itself.
Organic search results for hotels and restaurants must have a fair chance to be displayed by search engines
directly and not only via paid aggregators like OTAs, review sites, third party’s meta search engines or
Googles own products (Google My Business / Hotel Ads).
As a general rule not more than 30% of a search engine result page (SERP), visible on any screen, should be
occupied by paid services and the rest of the space should be reserved for organic search results.

Drawbacks for consumers:
On mobile devices, they only see advertisements at first sight and have to scroll down a lot to get to the
organic results.

Drawbacks for businesses:
Direct visibility on mobile devices is even more difficult than on desktop screens, thus involving more
investments into advertising, instead of being able to at least partly relying on the ‘neutrality’ of organic
search results.

Google Desktop Search for Ringhotel Dreesen (2017-08-08):

Ad Words Booking.com

Google Mobil Search for Ringhotel Dreesen (2017-08-08):

Presentation of establishments with which there is no contract
The Fork publishes presentation pages even for restaurants that did not contract with it.

Screenshot: 25/08/2017

Search and star ratings of hotels
Manipulated star ratings
http://viewfromthewing.boardingarea.com/2017/08/12/hotel-booking-site-admits-manipulating-starratings-see-customers-will-pay/

Example Hotels.com.

Official star rating

https://www.hotelstars.eu/de/deutschland/service/hotelsuche/?fixedSearch=true&hname=Hotel%20Keina
th&country=germany
Distribution partners should refrain from manipulating star ratings or using undeclared “portal stars”. In fact
they should respect and ensure the correct display of official hotel stars and match the star data base with
the official sources regularly. They should supply information about the official star classification in
accordance with the system in place in the country/countries concerned. Star symbols must not be used for
guest reviews, so as to avoid any confusion with official hotel classifications.

Drawback for consumers:
Consumers might be mislead by the star indications, which may not correspond with the official star rating
of the establishment.

2. Booking process:
False discounts:
The alleged discount refers to comparative prices on other days.

Drawback for consumers:
For the customer it remains unclear whether they get a bargain or just a relatively unpopular day. The
practice increases the chance for disappointments, which would not occur with real price indications.

Drawback for businesses:
Consumer dissappointment often backlashes on businesses, as clients migth expect higher value for the
service. Such false discounts are also drawing undue traffic and bookings on intermediaries sights as many

consumers do not wish to miss a bargain.

Screenshot: Booking.com 31 August 2017, 14:15

False prices:
Metasearch sites (e.g. TripAdvisor) display prices, which are not available. The displayed discounted price is
often lower than the price available directly from the hotel, however, when clicking on this ‘false’ deal, on
the site indicated (e.g. Expedia or Booking.com) the price is not available but higher and higher than the
price available directly from the hotel. Thus traffic and bookings are driven away by misleading consumers
with false prices.

Screenshot: 29 August 2017 10:45 AM

Screenshot: 29 August 2017, 10:45 AM

Pressure on consumers:
Booking websites exercise undue psychological pressure on consumers in order to make immediate
decisions. E.g. ’15 people are looking at this moment’, ‘Latest booking: 1 minute ago’, ‘In high demand:
Booked 64 times in the last 24 hours’, etc.

Drawback for consumers:
Consumers may get under undue pressure, although the indications might not be related to the searched
for date. Making decisions under such undue pressure are preventing consumers to look for further options
and thus make them take decisions which they would not have made otherwise.

Drawback for businesses:
Such overhasty decisions lead to increased cancellations (which is also encouraged by booking sites).
Increased cancellations have a negative influence on the hotels ranking.

Animation for cancellations:
OTA actively promote the possibility of a free cancellation. For the hotels, an operational effort is incurred as
a result of every cancellation. In addition, room availability is blocked and may can´t be rented after a
cancellation.
Furthermore the listing of a hotel on OTA-platforms is influenced by the level of cancellations of bookings. So
the OTA encourage the guests to cancellations and punishes the hotelier with a worse ranking.

Also in videos:

https://vimeo.com/213053821
Example Booking.com TV Advertising (2015): „Book it – cancel it – book it – cancel it”

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pAiX-jJcoww
Recent 2017 spot on German TV: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rX0DGix_7oE

Blocking real consumers
Booking.com has changed its working, asking for a 3rd credit card if the two first would be refused/invalid.
The property needs to keep the room during this time… In Summer time, availabilities could be tight and
this situation could block a real customer.

3. Access to data and communication
Withhold of guest data
OTA withhold core guest information such as email address to prevent a direct communication between the
guest and the hotel. Some OTA generate an alias e-mail address for the guest and the hotel and allow
communication only over the OTA-Extranet.

Drawbacks for consumers:
No direct communication with the service provider is possible, which may result in the non-communication
of sensitive personal information. The knowledge, that a 3rd party is ‘reading’ decreases trust.

Drawbacks for businesses:
Businesses are not in the control of their correspondence with the guests. The data and information
exchanged between the guest and the hotel might sometimes be personal (specific requests due to disability,
allergy, etc.). Such personal information is not intended for an intermediary watching all correspondence
following the booking. Trust between the service provider (hotel) and the guest is built up in a more difficult
way by such indirect correspondence, which hinders customer care and service improvement.
No possibility for hoteliers to offer pre-stay services to the guests (how to get to the hotel, special wishes,
upselling, etc.).
No possibility to transfer guest data from the OTA-Extranet to the Property Management System (PMS) of
the hotel.

4. Terms and Conditions:
No chance to consider changes of contract terms
E.g. Booking.com pushes changes of terms and conditions through a pop-up window, e.g. when the
property would like to amend some data on the site. The message says, that the conditions need to be
accepted to continue using the OTA’s services.

Calls for rate parity
Expedia rankings / rate parity:
Text below of email correspondence from Expedia that shows where a hotel’s ranking may be punished as
a result of not providing rate parity.
A screenshot was also attached to the email, showing a comparison of room rates for the hotel over 3
nights on Expedia and on Booking.com. It shows the time when the rates were observed. The attachment
warns: “Expedia Confidential – Do not forward outside of your company”

From: Expedia Ireland Lodging Team [mailto:assistanceie@expedia.com]
Subject: Help improve your visibility on Expedia websites: Update your rates and availability
Dear partner
We’ve seen that there are a few dates coming up where you are not offering competitive rates
and availability to travelers shopping on the Expedia websites. This can have an impact on your
quality score, and can indirectly impact your property’s visibility in search results.

Please find the dates in the report attached.
Check your rate & availability on EPC
Please take action now to update your rates and availability.
Many thanks in advance
With Best Regards

Further example Expedia:

E-Mail from 2017-03-13
Expedia Quality score:
Hotel published lower rates on Metasearch site for their own website (26.07.2017).
This led to a drop of the quality score for the hotel on Expedia. The ranking (on Expedia) depends on the
quality score a lot!

And the ranking depends on the quality score a lot!

Booking.com ‘rate parity’ clause:
Screen shot below of terms from Booking.com - Clause 2.2.2 stating that Rate Parity must be given in order to
enter into a contract / i.e. do business with them:

HRS Job vacancies:

Screenshot: 8/8/2017

Exclusivity clauses :
In the General conditions of The Fork, the restaurants must incorporate on their website exclusively the
Fork’s module to book online tables.
Extract from the French Terms and conditions of ‘The Fork’:

“Si le Restaurateur dispose d’un site Internet pour son restaurant, celui-ci s’engage à inclure sur son site le
module de réservation LA FOURCHETTE. Le Restaurateur s’engage à utiliser exclusivement le module de
réservation LA FOURCHETTE sur son site Internet.“

Misleading communication to businesses:
False facts to push hotels into special programs
Booking.com addresses hotels with false facts to promote its own special programs.
In the e-mail below Booking.com claims that the cancellation rate of the hotel is 5% higher than the
average in the city the hotel is located in.
In reality, the cancellation rate of the hotel is 7% below the average cancellation rate in the city (According
the Booking.com cancellation statistics for the same hotel in the Booking.com extranet).

E-Mail to a German hotel from: 2017-07-09.

Data to be provided to intermediaries
Hotel content
Hotels have to provide a lot of unique data/content (pictures, videos, hotel descriptions, rates and availabilities)
to online platforms to be listed. Beyond that the Terms & Conditions of many online platforms enable these
sellers to create their own content, sometimes at a cost to the hotel.
Example GDTs DE Booking.com BV v151216 DE:
2.1.3 The information provided by the Accommodation for the Platforms shall remain the exclusive property of
the Accommodation. Information provided by the Accommodation may be edited or modified by Booking.com
and subsequently be translated into other languages, whereas the translations remain the exclusive property
of Booking.com. The edited and translated content shall be for the exclusive use by Booking.com on the
Platforms and shall not be used (in any way or form) by the Accommodation for any other distribution or sales
channel or purposes. Changes to or updates of the descriptive information of the Accommodation are not
allowed unless prior written approval has been obtained from Booking.com.
Example EXPEDIA LODGING CONTRACT 4.c:

By providing content directly, the hotels enable third parties to create a powerful marketing and merchandising
resource. This resource is then used to drive consumer traffic and engagement, for which the hotel pays a
premium, generally in the form of commissions.
What at first seemed like an easy way to get new, low-cost imagery through third parties, this practice may
have deeper and more troubling long-term implications.
Gatekeepers will be able to use their sway over consumer traffic and engagement as leverage and hotel
properties will not have a choice to provide whatever is asked by the third party.

5. Effective redress:
Closure of property’s listing because of legal actions against Booking.com clients
OTA close the hotel listing on the platform when the hotel starts eligible legal actions against a guest who
booked via the OTA.
The hotel will be re-opened on the OTA platform only when it agrees to stop any further legal action against
the guest.

Mail from: 2017-02–17.

Lack of redress
Lack of redress from Tripadvisor:









A hotel queried a sudden drop in its rankings on Tripadvisor’s popularity index (ranking system)
and was told that the company has automatic filters in place to detect reviews that may have
been posted by individuals affiliated with a hotel. It said it had detect such reviews for this
hotel.
This was queried several times by the hotel, stating that they did not believe anyone affiliated
with hotel had posted reviews. They have a long historic record of holding a consistent ranking
on Tripadvisor – with both positive a negative reviews. (The hotel itself informed Tripadvisor
that it doesn’t encourage reviews or interact with reviewers).
The hotel asked if TripAdvisor had proof that individuals were trying to influence rankings.
Tripadvisor informed the hotel that they are unable ‘to share the content of review violations,
or specific information about the reviewer’ due to their privacy policy.
There was no fair system of redress available from Tripadvisor, which has enormous power and
influence over the reputation of hotels.
Of note: during this process, the hotel received an email from Tripadvisor’s business
development team trying to encourage the hotel to take a business listing as their listing on the
popularity index had dropped recently.

The above raises a serious concern in relation to unfair business practices and potential abuse of a dominant
position in the market by online platforms and whether appropriate levels of oversight are in place.

Loss of revenue due to error by Booking.com:
Due to an error by Booking.com, a number of room in a hotel were sold at a substantial discount. The hotel
was told that a solution/response to the issue would be provide. However, no redress has occurred. It
is now a number of months since the issue and the hotel has given up trying to receive compensation.

Lack of redress – too many affiliates
A recent case from Italy related to Cancelon.com:
-

A customer make a reservation (and pays in advance) through the platform www.cancelon.com.

-

Please, note that the hotel does not have any direct relation with Cancelon. The hotel has an
agreement with Expedia and Expedia gives the inventory to Cancelon.

-

Apparently, everything is ok.

-

Some days after, the customer receives an e-mail message from support@cancelon.com: the
platform informs him that the hotel has canceled the reservation and proposes to make a
reservation to another hotel.

-

In other cases, the customer doesn’t receive any e-mail message. So, he arrives at the hotel with a
voucher. He expect to have a valid reservation.

-

But, in both cases, there is not a reservation. There has never been a reservation!

-

But, when the hotel ask Expedia to solve the problem, Expedia declines any responsibility.

-

In the same way, when the hotel contact Cancelon, the platform invokes generic “technical
reasons”. In the meantime, they continue to blame the hotel for the mistakes toward the guest.

Lack of redress from Amoma.com and others:
-

Amoma.com and others - these websites gain access to hotels’ inventories (sold on by tour
operators etc). However, hotels are unable to contact them when they have a query / concern or
request for them to change information on their site.

*
*

*

